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~ Dead Man’s Bath ~

The surging waters pushed up against the stone feet of the old bridge,
carrying debris from up river that gathered in the eddies at the bridge’s feet
but for a moment, before twisting free and rushing off down the turbulent
stream. The bridge seemed greater than the road that lay before and after
it. A huge edifice in the dark wood. It was not known what hands set
the stone to cross the river, but whoever did, did so with skill and a keen
knowledge of the river and the land about. It stood the test of time, resisting
raging waters and chewing roots. What few men dared the Darkenfold,
called it the Damenheit Bridge, why, no one now recalled.
Late of the Perth Timberland, Eurich Gunshoff sat astride his heavy
destrier in the shadow of an old gnarled tree. He sat straight in the saddle,
the chain links of his mail and the iron of his plate, heavy in the stifling air.
His coif lay jumbled upon his shoulders and his helm hung off the saddle,
amidst the packs and jumbled gear. Next to the helm hung a long-hafted
battle axe, designed for use while mounted.
Gunshoff looked upon the bridge through pale blue eyes. His steed did
as well. Ears perked up and forward, the horse smelled the blood in the air
and heard the familiar sound of iron as it ground into flesh.
Before them, upon the bridge’s high span stood a man with some type of
cleaver in hand. He was busily chopping at the lifeless body of a comrade or
stranger, whoever it was that had crossed his path. The forest drove many
mad, for it was a dark place and home to a variety of spirits, some fair, some
foul. But more, the forest itself was alive. If you listened carefully you could
hear it breath, hear the murmurings of old trees with dark roots. It was
dark too, for the bark drank the light of a camp’s fire as surely as a thirsty
man drinks water. The air was heavy, thick with malice and it preyed upon
the minds of lesser men. These wandered the wastes, lost in the dark wood
until they died upon the blade of some foul creature or the tusks of some
beast.
But on the bridge the man wailed away. Hacking at the body until
exhaustion finally overcame him and he collapsed onto the bridge parapet,
cleaver in hand, his blood-spattered face set upon weary arms.
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Gunshoff watched until the body was little more than a ruin of gore,
eking its way down to the river below, before he began to move forward.
When he got to the bridge he dismounted and told the steed to stay. It
nuzzled him as he pulled his sword from its scabbard. “Not today Blue. I
need no cleaver marks in your fair hide. We’ve to make Ends Meet before
the week is up and I’m not inclined to walk.”
Turning to the man on the bridge, he began to walk toward him with
purpose. “Hail dog! I’ve need of this bridge and you’ve need of rest, so
come and let’s resolve this.”
Lifting his head the man looked up at Gunshoff. It took time for
reason to enter his eyes, or the facsimile thereof. When it did, a certain
glee overtook him. His eyes shone and his hands quivered. Taking up his
cleaver he began walking toward Gunshoff.
The man was wild, his clothes ragged and soaked through, as if he had
just climbed from the river below. His pale skin shone almost yellow, his
face bloated, but etched with the twisted pain of a madman. He muttered
some gibberish, lust filled madness. As he did so, water bubbled up from his
mad man’s lips as if he had drunk deep but failed to swallow.
Eurich cast a quick glance back toward his steed, at the shield hanging
amidst the packs. “Damn the iron!”
The wild man fell upon him in a rush that allowed him to cross the
bridge far faster than any could or should. Eurich side stepped, rolled his
shoulder off the man’s wild, erratic swing, sending him bounding down the
bridge.
As quick as he missed he rebounded, leaping back up in a fury of
incoherent, water filled babbles to drive the cleaver down upon Eurich.
The blades clashed and Eurich twisted the sword, turning the cleaver and
opening the man’s face to the bone. Blood splattered across the stone as
Eurich leapt back. But the Wildman, unconcerned at the wound which left
part of his face hanging upon his chest, pressed home the attack.
Beyond the madness Eurich could sense an undercurrent of evil, the
foul breath of one driven from the Endless Pools, or forbidden entry for
what crime only this wretched creature and the gods could discern.
With blood-curdling, spit filled screams, the man rained blows upon
the knight. Most were easily turned, but a few found their mark, rending
mail and bruising flesh. After a third such blow opened a wound in his
hand, Eurich’s whole demeanor changed. Gone in an instant was the selfassured confidence of one dispatching a road-side ruffian, replaced now by
an animal battling on instinct. With a speed that belied belief he turned
the battle. Shedding the vestige of the civilized, world he fell upon the
lunatic with a web of steel. His body moved before his mind registered, his
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blade opened half a dozen wounds in the man’s rotting flesh even before he
lopped off the cleaver-borne arm, sending it and a trail of blood splattering
across the bridge.
No moment was spared in the madman’s attack, ignoring the bloody
stump he rushed Eurich, only to feel the cold iron of the long sword open
his skull from top to jaw. The gray-brown matter of the man’s brains,
washed in the gore of his own blood, tumbled from the wound as he fell
forward with a thud.
**********
“Gods and bones.” Eurich stepped back from the wreckage and leaned
on the parapet, looking at the body before him.
A peculiar stream cut through the blood and brain. Eurich traced it
back to the mouth where water seemed to be trickling out. As he looked
closer he could see a growing pool of water around the man, diluting the
blood and soaking the ragged clothing. In a moment the body sagged,
crumbling into itself as the water spread. A foul odor drove Eurich back
and the water turned brackish, as if filled with putrid flesh.
But a wind picked up the stink and carried it far away, by which time
the body, clothing and all, was little more than a pool of foul water, mixed
with blood and ichor.
Calling his steed to him, Eurich fetched his shield and as he did so a
cackling glee caught his attention. The horse reared and neighed a halfhearted challenge as Eurich spun to face the man again, climbing over the
bridge’s rail, covered in river rot and water. Springing upon the bridge span
he rushed Eurich with a mad yell.
The attack now was even more ferocious, but the cleaver was gone,
replaced now with a long dagger. The creature fell upon Eurich with
unrestrained power, battering the shield, swinging or stabbing with the
dagger. The knight deftly shifted the attack, first breaking the force of the
charge and then turning the creature about and opening his flank to his
thigh.
At that, the beastly man leapt back. Crouching, he unleashed a
blood-curdling scream at the Knight, that sent Eurich’s steed clattering
back down the bridge, birds flying from trees and Eurich’s mind reeling.
Staggering from the blow, his mind went blank and he could see nothing
but a burning white light.
He felt the creature’s attack more than he saw it. Its rancid, watery
breath, flapping feet. The cold heat of its flesh as it pulled upon the shield
and slashed with the dagger. The ripping pain across his midriff brought
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Eurich back to the battle and with a skill born of countless contests he
drove the shield forward and up, forcing the creature off balance. With
a further push and thrust of his sword the creature tumbled backward,
landing hard on the stone bridge.
He towered over the bestial man. Blade in hand, his fierce visage shook
with a power beyond him. “Begone wretch! Justice! All things come to
one!”
The beast screamed and cowed and curling up upon itself it crawled
away. Whimpering he climbed the bridge rail and vanished.
“Now what in the name of the First Wind is going on.” Crossing the
bridge Eurich looked down into the water below. The river churned about
the pylons, striking against them in great waves that tumbled back down,
to be drawn under and into the torrid stream. Debris, carried from up river
followed the water. Striking the pylon, flipping and vanishing into the flow.
But a moment’s observation revealed a hand and arm pulled up, and then
as quickly drug under. After another moment, a face broke the water’s
surface. It too vanished as quickly as it rose. But it was enough for Eurich
to see it was the face of a man, young it seemed, but dead now, drowned in
the river and caught in the flow around the bridge.
He knew then what ailed the bridge. An allip, a murdered spirit, trapped
in limbo, driven mad by a world beyond its understanding. It would haunt
this bridge until given some direction. Though it fled from him before, the
fear would fade. It would return.
He called Blue to him. Taking rope from his pack he tied it off to the
saddle. Quickly stripping to his breaches, with only a dagger in his belt, he
dove over the side of the bridge, rope in hand. Though the current was
fierce he used the rope to pull himself forward and get a footing on the
pylon. There he looped the rope around the body and tied it off. Diving
he found what tangled mess held the young man to the bridge. The man’s
back pack held him. An errant strap caught on a boat hook on the bridge.
Cutting it loose he took the back pack and struck out for the shore.
In only a few moments he was guiding Blue to pull the body free of the
river and up and onto the bridge.
It was bloated and battered, but little eaten by the fish. No doubt the
current saved the man from being devoured and his bones sinking to the
bottom of the river. The man seemed young, though it was hard to be sure.
But his end was horrid, he had had his throat cut. The cut was deep and
went from ear to ear, which suggested that he had been attacked from
behind. Probably by someone he knew.
Searching the pack he found spoiled food, a flask, flint and steel. A
small box, filled now with water, seemed to contain some powders in it.
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But at the bottom, tightly wrapped in leather binding, was a book. Inside
was a note.
Wendil,
May this book serve you well. Do not forget us at
home. Safe Journey.
						
				~ Andace
“Well Andace, his journey was not safe, nor did the book serve him
well.” Eurich pocketed the book. Gathering up the remains of young
Wendil he bore him off the bridge. The horse followed him.
Pulling an old shovel from the packs he set about digging a grave. He
chose a spot away from the river, on a small mound just north of the road,
beneath a tree. Here he dug deep in the soft earth and wrapping the body
in his blanket, he lowered it into the ground. Within a few moments, he
was standing over the mound.
“Know peace, young Wendil. May your journey begin and continue
uninterrupted. Justice to you and yours. All things come to one.”
Mounting Blue, Eurich turned back to the road. A sign not far off the
road, with the word Willowbreak etched into its rough surface led to a trail
that meandered south into the wood. He mused for a moment, wondering
if he wanted a warm bed and cool drink. But the thought of company was
too much for him and he turned his horse to the west and continued down
the road.
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“You are a strange knight, sir Eurich. You care little for the trappings of
your fellows and carry no colors to speak of, why is that?”
The fire crackled warm, burning off some of the damp air that always
pervaded the Darkenfold. Eurich settled into a nook of the log he used
as a seat. “I’ve been on my own for many years. My master had a patron,
but I never did. I’ve taken no land, nor earned the benefice of some lord –
though I’ve been rewarded handsomely for my services from time to time
– and have no need of colors.”
“What of your Master?”
“He is gone.”
“That is passing strange. You serve no higher purpose?”
“I serve nobody. No king nor god. I seek only what is just.”
“Only what is just, eh? That’s an interesting turn of phrase. Whose
justice?”
“Right and wrong are simple paths.”
The priest laughed. It was wholesome and infections. Eurich and the
others smiled despite themselves. “Some might dispute that comment
good Sir Eurich. But I shall not. Far be it from me to question a man whose
path is clear before him.”
Eurich held up his mug and nodded his head. “It is fear that clouds our
judgment.”
“The fear of death is a mighty thing, good knight.”
“Not death, not even pain.”
“What then? What fear clouds our judgment?”
“The fear of loss.”
The priest leaned back against his packs. The fire played monster with
his face, casting shadows that flickered back and forth across his visage. He
watched the knight and then the fire. At last he took a long drink. “You
speak of the gods, of Ornduhl, of all that must come after.”
Eurich looked up. “I speak only for myself.”
Smiling, the priest leaned forward with a gesture of his mug. “Ornduhl
is a god like no other. One of the first born .....
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